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Address Biocor
600026, Stadt Vladimir, 
st. Gorki, 115 - 112 

Country Russian Federation

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
There are more than 150 models of cans, bottles and bottles in the assortment of the company LLC "Biokor", but we also make exclusive glassware on
order, which represent sketches of clients or projects of our specialists. The production of glass containers in Russia takes place on domestic, Czech
or German units in the press-blow process. The stability of deliveries of manufactured products is guaranteed according to the timetable agreed with
the buyer. All products are installed on rigid pallets and protected by special shrink films. In addition to the standard glass container, the company
"Biokor" produces original (exclusive) glassware according to the sketches of the customer or the designed drawings of our designers.

Company Profile of Biocor

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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